Device independent dimension witnesses (DW) are a remarkable way to test the dimension of a quantum system in a prepare-and-measure scenario imposing minimal assumptions on the internal features of the devices. However, as the dimension increases, the major obstacle in the realization of DW arises due to the requirement of many outcome quantum measurements. In this article, we propose a new variant of a widely studied communication task (random access code) and take its average payoff as the DW. The presented DW applies to arbitrarily large quantum systems employing only binary outcome measurements.
used as DW, should not be limited by a particular dimension. Rather, it should be applicable to test systems of an arbitrarily high dimension.
In this article, we overcome these challenges by proposing a class of DWs based on random access codes [11] for quantum systems of an arbitrary dimension. In the simplest scenario, a DW can be interpreted as a task carried out by two parties. In each run of the task, the sender Alice obtains an input in the form of a classical variable a and communicates a system to the receiver Bob. Apart from the communicated message, Bob also receives an input y and produces an output b. The figure of merit, denoted by T , of the task could be an arbitrary linear function of the statistics T = a,y,b p(a, y)T (a, y, b)p(b|a, y), where p(b|a, y) [12] refers to the probability of obtaining the output b given the inputs a, y, and T (a, y, b) denotes the payoff to that event. Assuming the dimension of the communicated system is d, one can obtain the optimal value of the figure of merit, denoted by T c , for a classical implementation. Obtaining a value greater than T c from the observed statistics certifies the communicated quantum system to be of at least dimension d. Quantum random access codes (QRACs), a primitive quantum communication protocol [13] [14] [15] , can be used for this purpose. The original study of QRACs was restricted to two-dimensional systems [11] and was later generalized to higher dimensions [16] [17] [18] yielding several interesting results in quantum communication [19] [20] [21] [22] . There are advantages of using RAC as DWs. The upper bound on T c can be obtained for any d. Besides, the number of inputs in the devices increases polynomially with d. Note that one can exploit the quantum communication complexity tasks [4] , which involve binary outcome measurement for dimension witnessing, but in that case, the input size grows exponentially with d. However, the generalized RAC requires d outcome measurements. To tackle this issue we have introduced a version of RAC, namely, binary RAC. This involves only binary outcome measurements and provides a method to obtain the upper bound of T c applicable to arbitrary d.
The paper is organized as follows: first, we describe the generalization of d-dimensional RAC, along with the proof of optimal classical protocols and bounds. Next, we propose the binary version (i.e. , the outcome b is binary) of ddimensional RAC taking into account a wider class of payoff function. Then, we derive a condition on the payoff function such that the optimal classical protocol is the same as in a standard RAC. Further, we provide the classical bound and a quantum protocol that violates the proposed DW for arbitrary d.
Alice gets the input a0, . . . an−1 and sends a message m to Bob. Besides the message, Bob also receives the input y ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. His task is to give the output b, which obeys the relation b = ay.
Standard d-dimensional random access codes (dRAC) are a natural generalization of two-dimensional random access code [11, 18] . Alice receives n numbers a 0 , . . . a n−1 , where a i ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1}. Then she sends a d-valued (one dit [23] ) message m ∈ {0, . . . d − 1} to Bob. Bob gets an input y ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. He needs to give the output b, which obeys the relation b = a y (figure 1). Specifically, we are interested in the average success probability in the case of the inputs a, y being uniformly distributed and T (a, y, b) = δ b,ay ,
Since the communicated message m is constrained to be dvalued, it is evident that achieving average success probability equals to 1 is impossible. The aim is to find an optimal strategy for the parties, which gives the largest average success probability. Following the result in [11] for d = 2, it has been mentioned in [18] and shown later in [24] that coding by majority and identity decoding is an optimal strategy for dRAC. In the next two subsections, we demonstrate an alternative shorter proof of this fact and subsequently provide an expression of the optimal average success probability.
A. Optimal classical strategy
Due to the linearity of the of figure of merit, it is sufficient to consider only deterministic encoding and decoding strategies to maximize the average success probability. Let us denote the dit-string a 0 . . . a n−1 by a. Any encoding strategy can be described by a function E : {a} ≡ {0, . . . , d − 1} n → {m} ≡ {0, 1, . . . , d − 1} and the probability of sending m for input a is δ m,E(a) . While any decoding for Bob's input y is described as a function D y : {m} ≡ {0, 1, . . . , d − 1} → {b} ≡ {0, 1, . . . , d − 1} and δ b,Dy(m) is the probability of outputting b when message m is received. Thus, the classical average success probability in the standard RAC is From the above expression, one can observe that for given decoding strategy D y (m) the optimal encoding will be the following Here the mapping D y could be one-to-many in general.
Lemma 1.
There exists an optimal classical strategy with identity decoding a).
Proof. We will show that for the case described in b), there exists a strategy obtaining the same average success probability like for the identity decoding a). Let D 
Now, if the strategy (E, D y ) gives the correct answer for the input (a, y) then the modified strategy (E , D y ) gives the correct answer for at least one of the inputs
. Thus, the average success probability for the modified strategy (E , D ) is equal or greater than the strategy (E, D).
From (3) we conclude that optimal encoding is as follows
In other words, the optimal strategy for Alice is to communicate the majority dit of the input string and b = m.
B. Average success probability
Now we calculate the classical average success probability for an n dit string. The total number of possible inputs is nd n . In the n dit string, which is given to Alice, the i-th dit (i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , (n − 1)}) appears n i times in the string a. The number of ways it may occur is the same as the number of solutions in non-negative integers of the equation
The above equation (6) is a special case of the equation
with all coefficients {c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c d−1 } equal 1. The equation (7) is known in number theory as the Diophantine equation of Frobenius and it is connected with the Frobenius coin problem and Frobenius' number [25, 26] . The total number of possible solutions of (6) is
[27]. For each solution Alice will communicate max{n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n d−1 } to Bob. So the number of successful inputs is given by
is the number of possible combinations for an n dit string with a given set of n i 's, and max{n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n d−1 } is the number of times where Bob will guess the correct dit. Therefore, the average success probability is given by
where the summation is over all
possible solutions of (6).
III. BINARY RANDOM ACCESS CODE
A binary random access code (figure 2) is a communication complexity problem based on the standard dRAC. Two parties, Alice and Bob, are given the following task: Alice receives n dits a = a 0 , . . . a n−1 same as in the standard dRAC. She sends a d-valued message to Bob. However, Bob gets two inputs y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} and k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d − 1}. He needs to answer the question: is a y = k? Bob encodes his answer in a variable G which is 0 when his guess is YES and 1 for NO.
Scheme of binary RAC (BRAC). Alice gets the input a0, . . . an−1 and sends the message m to Bob. Besides the message Bob receives two inputs y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} and k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d − 1}. His task is to guess whether ay = k or not. His answer is encoded in G, which is 0 when his guess is YES and 1, when it is NO.
A. Defining average payoff function
We are free to reward the parties with any number of points, specified by a payoff function T (a, y, k, G). Therefore, for simplicity we assume that this function does not depend on the values of numbers a i in the input a with indices different than y. Hence, we assign T only two values
We are interested in the average payoff function, which is a linear combination of payoffs for all possible uniformly distributed inputs. Without loss of generality, we can normalize average payoff such that it takes the value within [0, 1]. Thus, for binary RAC with payoffs defined in (9) we have
where
B. Optimal classical strategy for Bob
For finding the optimal classical strategy for Bob, first we split him into two parts B I (initial Bob) and B F (final Bob). B I gets the message m from Alice, receives input y and forwards d long bit string b = b 0 , . . . , b d−1 to B F . Each of the bits in the string represents the given answer of B F for a different question ruled by k. Thus, when B F gets k and the bit string b he returns G = b k ( figure 3 ). This splitting in no way reduces the generality of Bob's behavior since the whole information processing part is done locally by B I . B F only returns one of the values from a table provided by B I .
Notice that before receiving Alice's message Bob knows nothing about the string a, so his entropy H(a) = n log d (we assume Alice's inputs are uniformly distributed). After receiving the message, Bob's entropy for each a i is reduced to H m i = H(a i |m). These two entropies are related by information causality principle [28] 
is the averaged conditional Shannon entropy and C is a capacity of a classical channel. Hence, from (11) one obtains the lower bound for H i , which is determined by two established quantities: entropy H(a) and the channel capacity C.
Besides the message m, B I receives the input y, which makes him interested in the particular dit a y from the string a. Let us introduce the following probability distribution p j = p(a y = j|m, y), where j ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1}, which represents B I 's knowledge about dit y. Firstly, one sees that the entropy H m i=y can be presented in terms of this probability distribution
Secondly, one notices that depending on the payoff function, there exists a critical value of probability (p crit ) such that if p j > p crit then sending b j = 0 leads to larger average payoff than b j = 1. We derive a formula for p crit in the following way. One knows that sending b j = 0 leads to the answer G = 0 for j = k. This gives T Y ES points with probability p j . For b j = 1 one gets 1 point with 1 − p j . The first option is better if T Y ES p j ≥ 1 − p j , so
Furthermore, let us analyze the average payoff T = T (m, y) for a message set m, given encoding strategy E, the input y and T d defined in (10)
+ p(b j = 1|m, y)p(a y = j|m, y) .
We introduce a variable x as the number of bits in the string b for which the optimal strategy sets to 0 for the probability distribution p(b j |m, y). In other words x is the number of p j s, which are greater than p crit . Using x one can rewrite the entropy H m i=y (12) in the following way
Additionally, without loss of generality, we may assume that p j are ordered in such way that p j ≥ p j+1 . Then the average payoff becomes
Because the value of T (16) depends only on the sums 
The entropy (15) (from now noted by H x ) can also be expressed by these parameters
Imposing (13) we substitute T Y ES in (17) and find
One can further plug the above expression into (18) to get the entropy H x as a function of d, T, x and p crit .
C. Optimal x for our case
It has been shown in the section II A that the majority encoding is optimal in the standard RAC scenario, where Alice is allowed to send only one dit of information to Bob. To employ this result in the binary RAC protocol (in this case B I sends to B F a bit string b 0 . . . b d−1 with exactly one 0 in the established position and 1s in the others) one must put the restriction that for any T , probability p for x = 1 is always greater than any p for x = 1 (19) . To make it, one must find a lower bound of p crit such that the entropy H x=1 is always greater than any entropy H x =1 for any given value of T from the relevant range. Hence, in the beginning, we define a function ∆ i in the following way
Notice that the symmetry of the entropy H x = H d−x for x ∈ {1, . . . , d − 1} causes that it is sufficient to check the condition (20) 
Let us outline the methodology of obtaining the minimum value of p crit for which ∆ i > 0. Clearly, ∆ i is a function of d, T, p crit . We first find the range of T in terms of d and p crit within which ∆ i is well-defined. After that, we fix the value of d and p crit , and obtain the minimum value of ∆ i within the relevant range of T for all i. If the minimum value of ∆ i is non-positive for some i ∈ {2, . . . , d 2 }, we know such value of p crit is not suitable. We repeat the evaluation of ∆ i for another value of p crit increased by a small interval than before. Once we find that ∆ i is positive for all i ∈ {2, . . . , Firstly, for every ∆ i we must determine the range of T . The lower limit of the range is the value of T for which H x=1 is maximal. According to (18) (19) gives an analytical expression for the lower limit
On the other hand, the upper limit of the range is the value of T > T 0 for which H x takes the bound. The bound is established by putting xp = 1 in (18), so it strictly depends on x. Hence, setting p = 1 x in (19) gives
Thus, for every ∆ i there is a different range
]. We have found p crit numerically using a method described by the following algorithm: ] (if the minimal value does not exist do not take it into account). If ∆ i ≤ 0 for at least one of these three (or two) points then go to the point 2. Otherwise, i := i + 1.
Check if
If it is fulfilled then go to the point 5.
Otherwise return p crit .
Obviously, the accuracy of our method depends strictly on ε pcrit .The smaller it is the more precise is the result. Additionally, it is noteworthy that the criteria for optimal encoding is derived from H m i=y (12) which is valid for all y ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} and thus it is independent on n.
To illustrate the procedure described above we plot the dependence of H on T for some small p their corresponding T Y ES are shown in figure 6 and the values for some particular dimensions are mentioned in table I. determine the value of T Y ES corresponding to x = 1 as it was presented in the previous section. It follows that the optimal encoding strategy is sending the majority dit same as for the standard dRAC (5). Further, it can be readily seen that given an encoding E the optimal decoding is
Therefore, in the case of majority encoding, Bob returns G = 0 if the received message m = k, otherwise 1. Given an input a the total payoff over all possible y, k is
where we denoteñ = max{n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n d−1 }. This is due to the fact that if y is such that n y is the maximum, i.e. a y is the majority dit, then Bob gives the correct answer for all k, obtaining the maximum payoff T d . Such event occursñ times. In the other (n −ñ) cases Bob returns the correct answer only if k = a y and k = E(a), obtaining (d − 2) payoff. Subsequently, the average payoff is given by
possible solutions of (6) . Imposing the expression of the average payoff of dRAC (8), T c B simplifies to
For n = 2, one can find T 
Let us consider a quantum strategy based on the quantum dRAC presented in [18] . Alice codes her input a 0 a 1 in ddimensional quantum state as follows
is the normalization factor and ω = e 2πi is quantum Fourier transform factor. For the decoding Bob uses the following projective measurements M y k , depending on input y, k,
Here, P 0 k = |k k| and P 
The difference between (30) and (27) is given by
which is always greater than zero for d ≥ 2. Thus, the binary version of RAC provides a device independent way to test arbitrary dimensional quantum system employing only binary outcome measurements.
IV. SUMMARY
The primary feature of this article is to present a DW applicable to test arbitrarily large quantum systems implementing only binary outcome measurements. We propose a new variant of RAC and take the average payoff of this communication task as the indicator of the dimension. We have provided the optimal classical bound for the binary version of the generalized RAC. In contrast to the other quantum communication complexity problems in which the number of prepared states grows exponentially with dimension, the proposed DW requires d 2 different preparations and 2d measurements. In the future, it would be interesting to prove the optimality of the quantum strategy for binary RAC and look for more robust DWs retaining the aforementioned significant features.
